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Data & Gender – The Evidence Gap: You can’t change what you don’t count
“A lack of women in the room only perpetuates a further lack of women”
Tina Fey:

“...what started to improve was as the chemistry of that room became more diverse, other things played better.”

As more women got into that room “...they would sometimes laugh at stuff that the [men] weren’t purposefully not laughing at, but it didn’t appeal to them.”

“...it just perpetuates itself. I feel like, the more diverse the room, in every way, smoother sailing.”
Buenos Aires
Sydney

Women make up close to half the world’s population, and although they are often disproportionately impacted by climate change, their voices are not always heard due to lack of inclusion and representation at the decision-making level. Now more than ever, enhancing women’s participation and leadership in the conversation around climate action will be critical to securing a healthy, prosperous and sustainable future for us all.
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